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The Problem: How do we provide an easy to use mechanism for extending a programming language with new
syntactic forms in a language with conventional algebraic syntax?

Motivation: The ability to extend a language with new syntactic forms is a powerful tool. A sufficiently flexible
macro system allows programmers to build from a common base towards a language designed specifically for their
problem domain. However, macro facilities that are integrated, capable, and at the same time simple enough to be
widely used have been limited to the Lisp family of languages to date. In this project we introduce a macro facility,
called the Java Syntactic Extender (JSE) [1], with the superior power and ease of use of Lisp macro systems, but for
Java, a language with a more conventional algebraic syntax. The design is based on the Dylan macro system, but
exploits Java’s compilation model to offer a full procedural macro engine. In other words, syntax expanders may
be implemented in, and so use all the facilities of, the full Java language.

Previous Work: Dylan macros were the main inspiration for JSE, but unlike Dylan’s rewrite-rule only macro sys-
tem, JSE exploits Java’s compilation model to offer a full procedural macro engine. In other words, syntax expanders
may be implemented in, and so use all the facilities of, the full Java language. Because of this, JSE has a simpler
pattern matching and rewrite rule engine utilizing standard Java control and iteration constructs for instance.

Lisp’s destructuring and quasiquote facilities inspired Dylan’s macro system design. Their advent played a big
part in popularizing macros and Lisp itself [3]. Macro systems for Scheme (e.g., syntax-rules) come the closest to
offering the power and ease of use of JSE. As with Lisp’s macros, their major limitation is that they are restricted to
languages with prefix syntax.

The most popular macro mechanism for languages with conventional syntax is grammar extension macros
[4] [5] [2] [8], which allow a programmer to make incremental changes to a grammar in order to extend the syntax
of the base language. JSE is less ambitious in that it provides a convenient and powerful mechanism for extending
the syntax in limited ways. In particular, it provides only a limited number of shapes and requires that macros must
always commence with a name. We feel that this tradeoff is justified because it makes the vast majority of macros
easier to write.

Approach: Macros are user-defineable syntactic extensions. In JSE, parsing is extended to include a recursive
top-down macro expansion process which replaces macro uses with their syntactic replacement constructs, until
there are no more macro uses in a program. Macros can occur at certain known places in the grammar, have a few
particular syntactic shapes, and are identified by name.

Syntax expanders are classes that implement the SyntaxExpander interface and follow an associated naming
convention. These classes co-exist with the runtime Java source and class files of a program, but are actually dy-
namically loaded into the compiler or preprocessor on demand during a build.

Being implemented by classes, syntax expanders can either be defined at top level or live inside other classes.
Syntax expanders defined at top level can be referred to unqualified. If defined within another class, the appropriate
qualification must be used, as if referring directly to a nested static class.

Macros are first defined and compiled by JSE producing .class files containing class representions of the defined
macros. An application that uses these macros is then subsequently compiled by JSE augmented by demand-loaded
class files corresponding to actually used macros. This then results in the final application class files.

It would be possible to manually write expander classes against the core code fragment manipulation API pro-
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vided, but the idea is that a higher level syntax form be used, which provides source-level pattern matching and
code generation facilities and which expands into an appropriate class definition.

Impact: Macros also provide an effective vehicle for planned growth of a language (see [4]). In Guy Steele’s
OOPSLA-98 invited talk entitled, “Growing a Language” [6], he says “From now on, a main goal in designing a
language should be to plan for growth.” A large part of Lisp’s success and longevity can be linked to its powerful
macro facility, which, for example, allowed it to easily incorporate both Object-Oriented and Logic programming
paradigms. We’re hoping that JSE will provide similar planned growth for Java.

Future Work: Many important future directions remain. We would like to see JSE provide more guarantees about
macro definitions always producing admissible expansions. We would like to extend JSE to allow for symbol macros
and to support generalized variables such as CommonLisp’s setf. Furthermore, JSE seems like a very nice substrate
for staged compilation as exhibited in ‘C (see also [7]). Finally, we think that our approach could be fruitfully
applied to other languages such as C and Scheme.
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